Jerry's Passion: Insurgents Motorcycle Club (Insurgents MC Romance Book 6)
The first time Jerry saw Kylie, he was taken by her beauty and innocence, but he stayed away because she was too young. A member of the Insurgents MC, Jerry’s life revolves around the club, his Harley, and easy sex. Women clamor for the rugged, tatted outlaw’s attention, and he obliges, but his sights are set on the pretty, young blonde who is all grown up now—sweet curves and all. Kylie fills his thoughts, and he dreams of his fingers tangling in her glossy hair, her legs wrapping tightly around his waist, her full lips quivering as she comes. Only problem is he can’t have her. But he can’t stop himself from craving her, and if he acts, it’ll surely cost him everything. His resistance is waning. Kylie McDaniels is the pretty daughter of Banger, President of the Insurgents MC. She grew up in the outlaw biker world, but her father shielded her from the dark side of it, and she still has an innocence he prefers she keep. Banger is very protective of his daughter, and he made up his mind that she won’t fall in love with a biker, especially Jerry. She’d listen to her father, but the hot, muscular biker makes her want to do some not so innocent things. Her insides melt, and her brain turns to mush whenever he looks at her with his hungry, brown eyes. Damn. Why does he have to be so sexy? As Kylie maneuvers her budding sexuality and attraction to Jerry while trying to stay on the good side of her dad, someone is out there watching her, waiting to make his move. He’s come for retribution, and Kylie is the pawn in his scheme. Will Jerry be able to stop the madman before he strikes? Can their forbidden love survive the chaos of the world around them? The Insurgents MC series are standalone romance novels. This is Jerry and Kylie’s love story. This book contains violence, sexual assault (not graphic), strong language, and steamy/graphic sexual scenes. It describes the life and actions of an outlaw motorcycle club. If any of these issues offend you, please do not read the book. HEA. No cliffhangers! The book is intended for readers over the age of 18.
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Kylie is the daughter of Banger, president of the Insurgents MC. Jerry is a member and is a manwhore. Kylie has had a crush on him for years but her Dad has threatened all the bikers away from her. Jerry can’t stay away, she’s a grown woman now and he wants her more than anything. But Kylie has a stalker and he follows her back home when she returns for the summer. When Banger finds out about them, he may have to choose between the club he loves or the woman who owns his heart. Fantastic story. Really hot sex. A crazy stalker. Overprotective Dad. And a sexy biker.

I love this series and this book was no exception. Although, both characters are well know from previous books, this was still a well written book into their love story. The emotions are all over the place with them wanting to do the right thing, but wanting to be together. This book to me was more about their journey together and less about the MC than most of the other books in this series. But, none the less, it will grab you and not let go. Can’t wait for the next book. Can’t get enough of this MC series.

BEST BOOK IN THE SERIES! ! ! I absolutely loved Jerry and Kylie. Their story drew me in. The forbidden, with her being his Presidents daughter, left her off limits!!!! But he just can’t stay away. Someone is after her though, payback against her father and the MC. The chemistry between these two is off the charts. And the romance, wow. Don’t miss out on this amazing book!!!

Another winner! Jerry’s watched Kylie mature from a lovely teen to a young woman. He’s had eyes for her since the day he first saw her but knew her dad Banger (Banger’s Ride) would kill him just for
looking at her, let alone touching her. Kylie’s had her young eyes on Jerry as well. She loves her
dad but she will have Jerry. And Kylie has just enough of Banger in her to keep him from thinking he
can beat his chest at her without her thumping him back. There is the requisite villain as well, but
does this damsel need her knight to save her?

These wonderful stories just keep getting better and better!! I can’t say enough about how really
good they are!!!! Getting to know these guys is a treat! I’m glad that Jerry and Kylie finally got their
happy.....I think Jerry has his work cut out for him to get on Banger’s good side...I sure hope, Ms.
Wilder that you keep us apprised of that! Please don’t stop this series anytime soon, I’m looking
forward to Throttle’s story but you shouldn’t run out of bikers too soon!

This was such a good book! Had a very hard time putting it down! Jerry and Kylie are by far my
favorite in this series. She’s the MC president’s daughter and is hands off to any of the brothers....
or so that’s what’s expected, but Jerry has a strong pull to her and she to him. Jerry liked Kylie from
afar since she was a teenager in high school. Then she went to college 4 hours away. Kylie loves
being on her own away from her strict father. The only problem she has some nut case following her
and scarring her. He wants revenge for what her Dad did to his trader father. The whole storyline is
fantastic. The things that psychopath path does is down right insane and sick! Chiah has a great
imagination and knows just enough to write to pull you in. I absolutely love her books. Every book
has suspense and I love that. Keeps me turning those pages! I love these two together, Kylie is so
sweet and so good for Jerry. I highly recommend reading this book but I would start with book one
first so you get to know and understand the brothers and old ladies, you won’t regret it.

Jerry and Kylie have a dismal start to their relationship because she is the beloved daughter of the
Insurgents Club President, BANGER. All the books in this series are always sexy, rough,
suspenseful and romantic. Each a story of the club life, a brother and the woman he loves, but each
uniquely different. I can’t wait for the release of each book and can’t get enough of the INSURGENT
brothers. CHIAH your writing is skilled. The plots are layered with mystery and just the right amount
of violence and romance. Thank you.

Classic story girl and boy Love each other, over protective father a nd uncles., except it’s set in the
world of motorcycle MC’s. It’s full of murder and mayhem when a stocker targets Kayley for her
fathers sins. Chiah Wilder has put out another Good book St in the insurgencent’s world. the cover
is cool also the black and white chest set off by her pink fingernails and the tattoos colors.
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